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From the Editor’s Desk

I had planned to tell you a sad story of what Maggie witnessed at 8-30 a.m. one Sunday when
three white youths abused an old black man on a walking stick at the bus stop outside our
church, but no, there is enough bad news at present. So let me tell you my thoughts about
recent musical events at St. James the Greater.
Firstly, the Candlemas evening service. The choir were in fine form and presented an anthem by
contemporary Welsh composer William Mathias. This was no easy task, and all concerned gave
a very fine performance. Well done Mike Rule for your great skill in teaching the choir this
complex piece of music. For the final organ voluntary, Guy Steed played a piece by the German
composer Paul Hindemith. In a short time, we have come to expect wonderful performances of
challenging organ pieces from Guy and this was another feather in his cap. Bravo organ Maestro!
As conductor of the Knighton Chamber Orchestra, I have wrestled with the problem of how to get
live concerts going again after lock-down. With the help and understanding of Simon Edwards,
the Churchwarden, we decided to have concerts in St James. The first was an all-Bach
programme in celebration of the life of Leicester musician Michael Sackin. The second was a
programme of music by Mozart. We started with Symphony No. 29, composed by Mozart when
he was 18! Next, we moved to one of his final works, the Clarinet Concerto with soloist Christine
Taylor, who played the solo part beautifully. University of Leicester Music Scholarship Alumni
Alice Chambers and Liam Karai then performed arias from the Marriage of Figaro. What a treat
to hear these young stars in the making. Finally, the programme was rounded off by a superb
performance of Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 23, played by French pianist Louis-Victor Bak. It
was very inspiring for us to see such a large audience at St James for this concert.
As part of my musical life, I know of several music groups from around Leicestershire and at the
University that like to perform to an audience. Last September, three of these groups gave
concerts at Aylestone Church as part of their concert series. Well obviously, as I am a member
of St James, I wondered if the same thing could be done here. I proposed it to the PCC, and it
was the fastest decision on record. Immediately the answer was ‘YES’. Our first attempt was
‘Spirituals and Standards’ by the Titanic Jazz Band. Attendance was good and thank you to all
who made cakes and served the tea and to Vicky who helped to sell tickets and took the money!
The second concert will be on Sunday 27th February at 3-45 pm, when the University of Leicester
Chamber Ensemble will perform Schubert’s Trout Quintet. All of us of a certain age remember
the TV performance of the Trout with Jacqueline Du Pre, Daniel Barenboim and friends. We
have worked hard on preparing for our performance as audience expectation will be high!
There was a stage in January when we thought articles for this edition of ‘The Shell’ would be
thin on the ground, but it has been a nice surprise to see a very interesting collection of pieces
coming together. William Woolley on Crosses, Jennifer Smith on Compline, Vicky’s inspiring
story of music at Repton School, a very interesting sermon about lockdown by Fr. Johannes
Arens, an account of how we stopped the servery door banging and the story of Rachel Harris
from Leicester Market.
Many thanks to Vicky for putting the Shell together with such amazing skill.
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The Vicar writes ...

The days are getting longer, the birds are starting to sing, and the first shoots of spring
are inching out of the soil and from previously bare branches. This is a time that always lifts
my spirits, which after so much struggle and uncertainty over the last two years, is sorely
needed.

Furthermore, it appears that we too may be tentatively emerging from the long Covid
winter, shedding masks, and resuming many of the activities we used to count as normal. It is
also normally Lent, a word that means “Spring” and originally had no ecclesiastical connotation, but referring to the lengthening of the hours of daylight.
Lent is meant to be a time of spiritual growth, a spring for the soul, but perhaps we lose
this in the sense of penitence and gloom that have coloured it. I do hope that this Lent we are
able to see some growth in our spiritual lives. A good start to this is our “Away-Day” – not very
far “away” this year due to the uncertainties through the period of planning – in church and the
hall. This will be a time to be together outside the structure of a service, to talk and catch up,
but also to do some review of what we have lost (and perhaps gained) in the last two years,
and some planning for the future, rebuilding our life and worship together. I very much hope
you can come.
This Lent should be much more normal in terms of services, with on Wednesdays
weekly sung Compline in church at 6.30 pm. This year will also be particularly special,
because with the Cathedral currently closed, on Maundy Thursday we will host the diocesan
Chrism Eucharist.
There will be no special series of Lent sermons this year, again due the uncertainty
during the period when we would have had to find preachers. However, we will be running a
course during Lent. This is the Church of England’s “Living and Love and Faith” course, that
asks, “How do questions about identity, sexuality, relationships and marriage fit within the
bigger picture of the good news of Jesus Christ? What does it mean to live in love and faith
together as a Church?”
This is part of the national endeavour to move forward with greater mutual understanding on these issues, and we have been encouraged by the diocese on behalf of the national
church to try this course, not merely for our own benefit, but also to improve how we address
these issues. The course will therefore be open to people from other churches in the diocese,
and is currently the only face-to-face (as opposed to “Zoom”) running of the course. We will
be meeting on Tuesdays at 7pm starting on March 8th.
Incidentally, Bible discussion continues on Zoom on Friday evenings at 7pm – it’s a
friendly time with no expertise needed, but you might like to consider trying it out as part of
your Lenten practice, especially if the “Living in Love and Faith” course isn’t right for you.
As a church we face many challenges – our finances, our engagement with young
people and the parish, but Lent reminds us that challenge has always been part of the
Christian way. The decisive thing has always been facing these challenges in community, and
facing them with faith.
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Of Crosses and Other Things
by William Woolley
In 1915, Lorna Leeson recovered from a serious illness. I do not know who she was, how old
she was or what the illness was, but her parents donated a processional cross to St James as a
thank offering (picture 1).
It has served us well, but its weight and balance have proved something of a deterrent to
aspiring crucifers and we decided to retire it for use on special occasions. I started serving on
Advent Sunday 1963 and Michael Bull a year later. To mark our anniversaries we commissioned
Rod Eynon-Baldock to make a lighter cross, which was dedicated on Advent Sunday 2021
(picture 2).

It is much easier to handle, so if anyone would like to join the serving team, come and talk to us.

Before Christmas, Mandy and I attended a concert in
Peterborough Parish Church and noticed this hassock
on the pew in front of us (when not serving we normally
sat on the other side of the nave which is why we never
noticed it). It must date back to before 1926 when
Leicester was still part of the diocese of Peterborough.
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Compline by Jennifer Smith
Leader: “We will lay us down in peace and take our rest
All: For it is thou, Lord, only, that makest us dwell in safety.
Leader: Abide with us ,O Lord,
All: For it is toward evening and the day is far spent.
Leader: As the watchmen look for the morning,
All: So do we look for thee, O Christ”.
These words are the Conclusion of the Service of Night Prayer or Compline which a group of
us celebrate every Wednesday night at 9pm via Zoom.
The words of the Preparation, “The Lord Almighty grant us a quiet night and a perfect end”,
begin a short time of reflection and meditation with prayers, readings and music as practised
particularly in the monastic tradition. Compline (from the Latin ‘completarium’ - the completion
of the working day) is the final service in the tradition of canonical hours. These services of
Lauds, Prime, Terce, Sext, None, Vespers and Compline were probably first structured in this
organised way by St Benedict in his ‘Rule’ at the beginning of the 6th century. These ‘hours’
had been used from much earlier times. In ‘Acts’ the early Christians apparently used the idea
of ‘hours’ for their private and common prayer and the sixth and ninth hours were important
moments during Jesus’s crucifixion.
This contemplative office emphasises quietness and spiritual peace, acknowledging all our
actions of the day, in thanksgiving and penitence, seeking God’s forgiveness and strength.
In the monastic tradition it led into ‘The Great Silence’ observed until the first office (Terce) of
the daylight hours. It is probably most effective when it is the ending of conversation and activity for the day, though in the modern world this is rarely possible, and the St. James service usually has communication between the participants!
The service is divided into preparation, the Word of God, prayers and conclusion, interspersed
with plainsong singing. Currently it is led by either David Brunning, Angela Jagger or Sheila
Roberts with one other person reading the responses on behalf of us all. The rest remain muted allowing us to respond at home. The service concludes with varied recorded music sung by
the Choir of St James. The singing of the chants was recorded and facilitated by Andy Judge
with the singers, Mike Rule, Matthew Haynes and Andy Judge.
After words of preparation there is a time of silence for reflection on the past day followed by
the prayer of confession and pardon, and the choir singing of an hymn ‘Before the ending of the
day’. The word of God includes a responsive psalm, and a short reading from either Jeremiah,
the gospel of Matthew or Hebrews followed by a responsory including the Nunc Dimittis. After
the Lord’s Prayer and singing asking for God’s protection through the night, various collects are
prayed including ‘Lighten our darkness we beseech thee, O Lord’. The service concludes with
the words quoted at the head of this article and a final blessing.
Those of us regularly participating find this a time of collective quietness, commitment and a
source of strength.
Why not join us? Anyone is welcome and there is no expectation of a regular commitment.
The Zoom link is in the weekly notices.
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Bible Quiz
PEOPLE IN JESUS’ LIFE
Match the people who appeared in Jesus’ life and their description.
A. ANNA
B. ELIZABETH
C. JAIRUS
D. LEGION

E. JOHN THE BAPTIST
F. MARTHA
G. MATTHEW
H. SIMEON

I. SIMON PETER
J. ZACCHAEUS

1. Mary’s relative, who was pregnant at the same time as Mary.
2. The man who held baby Jesus in his arms and praised God for His arrival.
3. An eighty-four-year-old woman who saw baby Jesus in the temple and told a lot of
people about him.
4. The first disciple Jesus called on to follow Him, according to Matthew 4:18-19.
5. The tax collector at whose house Jesus ate, causing the Pharisees to criticise
Jesus.
6. The good friend (and relative) of Jesus who was beheaded by Herod the tetrarch.
7. The name of the demon-possessed man Jesus healed in the region of the
Gerasenes.
8. The synagogue ruler whose twelve-year-old daughter Jesus raised from the dead.
9. The sister from Bethany who was busy with housework while her sister sat at

Jesus’ feet.
10. A tax collector who climbed a tree to see Jesus pass through town – and Jesus
spotted him in that tree.

Answers on page 15

Source: Our Daily Bread Bible Word Search and Activity Book
© 2021 Our Daily Bread Publishing
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Singing Repton by Vicky Roe
On Friday 5th November 2021, I travelled to Derby to join the National Gathering of the Friends
of Cathedral Music, their first in-person meeting since Worcester in March 2020. Jean Warren
and Lindy Forbes also attended and it was good to meet up with other FCM friends again after
so long apart from each other.
The afternoon began in the Cathedral with a lunchtime recital given by six young instrumentalists from local schools, performing a variety of pieces on clarinet, violin, piano, trumpet and
voice. We were impressed by their skill and musicianship.
After that, we boarded coaches that took us to Repton School, which was founded in 1557,
where we were welcomed into the lovely Victorian chapel by Oliver Walker, the Director of
Music and greeted later by Mark Semmence, the Headmaster.

The School Chapel Choir then treated us to some beautiful singing, which included works by
contemporary composers, such as ‘My eyes for beauty pine’ by Elizabeh Coxhead, ‘Ubi Caritas’
by Ola Gjello and ‘Mother of God, here I stand’ by John Taverner. They also sang some pieces
especially composed for the choir, such as the ‘Repton Jubilate’ by Martin How and an arrangement for choir and congregation of ‘Dear Lord and Father of Mankind’ by Bob Chilcott.
Continued on page 6
© Image courtesy of Repton School
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Singing Repton by Vicky Roe ...
Continued
The Director of Music explained the significance of this hymn and its connection to Repton
School. The English Congregationalist, William Garrett Horder, had adapted stanzas from a
poem by the American Quaker poet John Greenleaf Whittier (1807-92) to form the hymn, ‘Dear
Lord and Father of mankind;, which he had published in 1884 in Congregational Hymns.
In 1924, the then Director of Music at Repton
School, Dr. George Gilbert Stocks, keen to
encourage the boys to sing in chapel, made a
practice of finding good tunes for hymns.
He used the melody of a contralto aria, ‘Long
since in Egypt’s pleasant land’, from Hubert
Parry’s oratorio ‘Judith’, and set it to the
words of ‘Dear Lord and Father of mankind’,
which was published in a supplement to the
school chapel hymnbook. He gave the hymn
-tune the name of ‘Repton’.
This inspired matching of words and music
proved popular with the boys and soon became more widely known and used outside
the school. Today it is one of the best-loved
of all hymns in the English language.
Bob Chilcott was commissioned to make an
arrangement of the hymn for 2007, to mark
the 450th anniversary of the foundation of
Repton School. He set the words to his own
tune in an SATB arrangement, but had the
congregation join in part-way through, singing the first verse of the hymn to the tune of ‘Repton’,
while the choir sang a counter-melody. We were rehearsed in our part and, at a signal from the
Director of Music, rose to our feet to sing ‘Repton’ in Repton School Chapel with heart and
voice. It was a rare opportunity and a wonderful experience.
After all that effort, we were treated to tea and some delicious cakes, before listening to the
School Archivist, Mr. Paul Stevens, who gave us an informative and at times amusing talk on
‘The Story of Repton’. We could have listened to him for much longer, but had to leave by 5 pm
to return to Derby for Evensong at the Cathedral.
The service was led by the Rev’d Richard Andrews, Canon Precentor, and sung by the boys
and lay clerks of the Cathedral Choir, conducted by the Director of Music Alexander Binns and
accompanied by the Assistant Director of Music Edward Turner.
The Responses were by Ayleward, the Canticles were Byrd’s Second Service and the anthem
was ‘Thy Word is a lantern’ by Purcell. The sound of the choir and their diction was strong and
clear. It stayed with me as I left to catch the train back to Leicester, reflecting on a memorable
day in Derby.
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A Sermon on the Pandemic given by
Fr. Johannes Arens on 7th November 2021
Do you remember about 2 years ago, when all you wanted was to have time to relax, when you
wished Christmas would start a bit later and was less hectic, when work felt overwhelming and all
you craved for was time to do a project or hobby or read or even write a book? The Pandemic
gave us time, and most of us will have put the time to less than good use. At some stage I came
off Netflix, because basically I watched everything I ever wanted to watch – the book however
remains unwritten. And like many others I learned that time in the day does not relax me at all.
Quite the opposite: I found the lockdowns and all the unknowns and insecurity around it very
tiring indeed and I worried about things I never worried about before: Will I have enough toilet
paper? There is always the Daily Mail, but bog roll was something I definitely never worried
about before. I also never imagined to have to queue outside the Supermarket for almost an
hour to buy food – and it wasn’t even Waitrose.
And then all those people suddenly living at my house. I live as part of a family of four together
with a dog, but usually two of us went to school and two of us went to work. “I know you live here
as well, but why do you live here at this time of the day?” As a family it wasn’t quite like being on
holiday together because all the things one usually does do on holiday we decidedly did not do.
And then there was the family ‘phone calls and Zoom calls. Never has the excitement about new
technology worn off so quickly. Never was a conversation with my parents as boring as during
lockdown. “How was your day? What have you done today? What’s going on in your life?” “Oh,
you’ve been to Sainsbury’s! Gosh. You wild thing.”
Like many others, I found all this absence of structure and excitement pretty stressful, and very
quickly imposed a rather strict structure on my life: I upped my prayers by saying the Daily Office
fully every day. The dog and I did a long, two-hour walk every day and we popped into church to
say Mass together. She still can’t ring the Angelus, but she developed a regular spot under the
Altar in the Lady Chapel. We broadcast it on Zoom twice a week, but otherwise we just did it
together in the place of everybody else. I became even more of a domestic goddess and tried
out lots of new recipes, which made me mostly popular with the family and we all put on the
Pandemic Stone, as I am only me and no Fr. Andrew Quigley. The most important thing for me
in the months of endlessly boring lockdown was structure, regularity and physical exercise. The
dog loved it.
A lot of things I don’t need to do much more in my life:
I don’t need many more boardgames
I don’t need Netflix
I don’t need many more takeaways
I don’t need many more Zoom meetings and certainly not ever again do I need Zoom worship or
Zoom parties. I am still proud about having attended only ONE Zoom worship during all of the
pandemic – I absolutely had to show my face at the Chrism Service, otherwise Zoom worship
makes me want to hurt myself.
We all had a lot more time to worry. About Covid, infection, death, Donald Trump and his bleach
injections – joking apart, many of us knew people who died and the pandemic created so many
difficult and desperate situations, terribly lonely funerals and bereavements – not funny at all.

And then there were these people who seemed to love it all, who lost all this weight in lockdown
and totally transformed their bodies, who discovered all these new hobbies and skills, who
managed to write and submit their second PhD and it was all just so lovely. I am sure you read
about all these… who finally got their perfect training program in place and were just too grateful
all the time.
Yeah – exactly my sentiment, and reading tonight’s scripture passages (Isaiah 10. 33 – 11. 9
and John 14. 23-29) give me similar feelings.
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A Sermon on the Pandemic … continued
“Peace I leave with you; my peace I give to you. I do not give to you as the world gives. Do not
let your hearts be troubled, and do not let them be afraid.” (John 14. 27)
Yeah, thank you Jesus, I shall do that.
Well, it is not that simple. And I am thoroughly unfair to the bits of scripture we heard tonight
because I left out the starting points.
the earth be moved, ♦︎
and the mountains tremble in the heart of the sea;
the waters rage and swell,
and the mountains quake at the towering seas.
the tallest trees will be cut down,
and the lofty will be brought low.
He will hack down the thickets of the forest with an axe,
and Lebanon with its majestic trees will fall.
There is obvious trouble at mill here. Constant change, worry, anxiety. And in this miserable
and terrifying situation the author of the Psalm, the prophet Isaiah and John the Evangelist tell
of God’s promise that this – will – pass. This is not the end. God has the last word and the
pandemic and Donald Trump and fear and trembling and death and mourning and bereavement
will not be the end. Christianity is about staring the reality of death in the face, and knowing it’s
not got the final word.
But that does not deny the reality of pain, death, grief and misery. It does not deny the real and
tangible impact the pandemic had on everybody – not just those who got ill and lost loved ones
who will bear the scars for a long time, but also on a different level, those of us who were
anxious, frightened, confused, conflicted about what to do and felt guilty about dodging the
rules. Peace is hard, is not something sweet and slimy, peace is hard work. Really hard work.
In politics it requires sacrifice and compromise and often only comes at the price of terrible
suffering. Shining lights like the peace process in South Africa or the establishment of the
European Union only happened after terrible suffering and remain flawed and hard work.

In my little and banal ways I needed to put my back into dealing with lockdown by going out
every day whatever the weather was like and to stick to my breviary and say my prayers.
I didn’t manage anything special, but by putting the work in, I was OK. But I still feel the last two
years have aged me – and I did not catch Covid and I have not lost somebody close to me.
Peace is hard work and to remain peaceful takes constant effort. in politics and in our personal
life. If you have reached the point of total effortless peace in permanent ecstasy, I want what
you took this morning. It’s hard work.
Our Bible readings acknowledge that peace comes at a cost – we can and need to work
towards it, but finally it is not in our power to sort things, because this world is a mess and will
remain so until the second coming of Christ.

“Arise, O God and judge the earth, for it is you that shall take all nations for your
possession.” (Ps. 82. 8)
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The Bardi at St. James
by Robert Calow, Orchestral Manager of the
Bardi Symphony Orchestra
The Bardi Symphony Orchestra’s origins date from 1986 in Leicester University, where Bob
Miekle encouraged a young student, Andrew Constantine, to form an orchestra to not only
give him the chance to conduct, but also programme forward looking concerts.
Count Giovanni de’Bardi was one such person in Italy, back in the 1600s, who had similar
ideas, and taking this name as inspiration, Andrew formed the Bardi Orchestra and a
performance of Bruckner’s 4th symphony followed on the University campus. The first real
Bardi concert was in November 1986 at the New Walk Museum Art Gallery, featuring the
Beethoven Violin Concerto.
Chamber concerts were performed over the next two years mostly at the University, but the
summer of 1988 saw Andrew Constantine planning a large-scale concert including
Beethoven’s ‘Choral’ Symphony.
The logical venue was St James the Greater
and so on Saturday September 10th the Bardi
put on what is still remembered as a groundbreaking concert and saw the birth of a new
musical force in Leicester. It was difficult
enough fitting in the large orchestra and choir,
but the concert started late, because of the
huge numbers attending. In the end many
were sitting on the floor!

Photographs taken during rehearsals for the
concert on Saturday 10th September 1988.

The all-Beethoven concert was complimented
with the 3rd Piano Concerto performed by local
pianist Simon Lebens.

Andrew then showed how he would be pushing new boundaries
by repeating the concert in January 1989 at the Adrian Boult Hall
in Birmingham Conservatoire.
The scene was now set for a series of high-profile classical
concerts in the Bardi’s new home at St. James.
The summer of 1988 had also seen the formation of the Bardi
Friends by Nicky Calow and Mary Moore, and the publicity was
now being designed by graphic design studio Eikon Ltd., where
my brother David and I worked. David’s bold, colourful and
dynamic posters stood out from other local ensembles and gave
the Bardi a fresh new modern look.
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The Bardi at St. James … continued
Looking again at these posters, reminds us of what now seems very low ticket prices compared
to today and St Martins Records and City Music, our sadly long-gone outlets.

Andrew always had the remarkable ability to invite high profile soloists to play with the Bardi in
those days – Raphael Wallfisch, Tamsin Little and The Archduke Trio to name but a few.
He also managed to talk Lady Evelyn Barbirolli to becoming our President!
By the early 1990s, the Bardi had also acquired a settled Leader in Leicester-born violinist
Adam Summerhayes, who still hold the post to this day.
Andrew however was still looking to make the Bardi something different in Leicester and in 1989
and 1990, a much-enlarged orchestra bravely hired De Montfort Hall to perform the 6 th and then
2nd of Mahler’s huge symphonies. It is believed that the 6th Symphony was a Leicester premier.
There was now no stopping our Conductor and he planned ever larger events, so by the mid
1990s, a move to De Montfort Hall was the next logical step.
Record breaking tours abroad to
St. Petersburg, Prague and
Luxembourg followed, as well as
a residency in Symphony Hall
Birmingham on Sunday
afternoons.
Looking back, the late 1980s
and 1990s was an unbelievably
busy period for the Bardi, but
the Orchestra has never
forgotten its spiritual home and
over the following years has
returned for some memorable
concerts at St James.
The Bardi at St. James on 12th February 1994
prior to their Russian tour.
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The door man cometh
by Paul Jenkins
In the words of Flanders and Swann, ‘It was on a Monday morning that the gasman came to
call.’ Well, we have a related problem at the servery entrance to St James, not a gas tap, but a
wonderful heavy door which bangs loudly when it closes. Simon Edwards and I discussed the
problem and I suggested that I should take a picture of the door and go to the Welford Iron

Mongers on Welford Road opposite Grimsby Fisheries to ask their advice.

The door in question at
the exit from the church.

This shop is a mine of information and the two gentlemen who run it, Mr Yusuf Jafferji, who is
Muslim, and Mr Francisco Gomes, who is Catholic from Goa in India, are always helpful and
knowledgeable about everything they sell. Yusuf suggested we fit a heavy-duty Briton door
closure to control the speed of the door closing and to stop the bang. In fact, this was a modern
version or the door closure on the other big door and the exit from the Church.
The task of fitting the door closure is well beyond my do-it-yourself capabilities. I asked a good
friend of mine, Timothy Batchelar, if he would fit the door closure and he said, “Yes”. Tim is one
of the finest instrument makers in the UK and his most recent creation is a double bass, which
was played for the first time in public at the Bach concert of Knighton Chamber Orchestra at
St. James in September. Tim is also a vintage motorcycle enthusiast and is very experienced in
fiddly jobs. On the appointed day for doing the job, we first went to see Yusef at the Welford
Ironmongers. The plans were removed from the box and Yusuf gave Tim a very detailed
explanation of how the door closure should be installed. He then proceeded to very kindly

charge me his cost price for the door closure, because it was for the Church of St. James the
Greater. On the way back to Tim’s van, he suggested we go to my kitchen table to formulate a
plan of campaign. I suggested we take a detour to Sean at Archers Butcher on Queens Road,
so we could have a Full Monty breakfast to aid our understanding and careful attention to detail.
I cooked the breakfast while Tim got his head around the task.
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The door man cometh … continued

Tim Batchelar assessing the task in hand!
The procedure at the Church was quite straightforward and the door closure was up and working
within an hour after the careful preparation we had done. As we often say when supervising a
research student at the University of Leicester, “All we have to do now is adjust two screws, one
for speed and one for latch closure.” We did our best to avoid the bang of the door and set the
speed at slow. However, for some reason we could not understand, the door creaked and this
could not be removed by lubrication. That week and especially on Sunday, many people
expressed very strong opinions about the door closure. I thank everyone for their full and frank
expression of interest in this topic! About 10 days after fitting, Tim came back to readjust the
door closure and after turning everything back to square-one, we readjusted. This time there
was no creak, the speed was right and there was no bang. So, all is well with the door in
question. I would just like to say “As-salamu alakum” to Yosuf and ‘Hail Mary’ to Francisco who
were both so helpful in this task and of course “Peace be with you” to Tim Batchelar, who did this
truly multi faith task.

Mr Fransisco Gomes and
Mr Yusuf Jafferji of

Welford Ironmongers.
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Rachel Harris and Leicester Market
Hello, my name is Rachel Harris, I'm 44 years old. I'm married to a wonderful man called
Spencer and we both run a stall on Leicester Market where we sell fruit and veg! The business
has been ours since 2000, before that it was my Dad's business.
We currently work two days a week, Friday and Saturday, which basically involves a 4.30 am
early morning alarm (I know it’s the middle of the night right!?!?) but its part and parcel of my job
and I love it. I get up, check the weather, so I know how many layers of clothing to put on, brush
my teeth and go downstairs for an obligatory cup of tea! Generally, we get to the wholesalers
about 5.30am. This is where I go off to check out all the fresh fruit produce that they are selling.
Spencer goes and checks out the salads/veggies. We buy what's needed for the day, get the
van loaded up before heading to the market. This leaves us just enough time to get the van
unloaded and set up our stall before the first customers (usually around 8 am).
During Covid-19 we had time off and, in all honesty, I was unsure what we were going to do!!
We wondered if we were safe. or would we have a business to go back to? The uncertainty was
quite disturbing. Thankfully, I'm a Christian and took it all to God in prayer. God's answer was
to provide for people’s needs. We were able to diversify and offer a safe home delivery service,
which Spencer is still doing now!
I'm back on the stall as I needed to be back talking to my customers, catching up with my
regulars. It really is an amazing job. Sometimes so rewarding in the fact that you never know
who the Lord will send to my stall. I'm often able to share my faith with people, or I've sometimes offered to pray with others. It's lovely chatting to Christian customers too, finding out what
they are up to. I really am blessed.
I grew up in a Christian family, from as long as I can remember Sunday mornings meant Church!
Not particularly my choice, but it's what we did! Thankfully though it set me on the right path,
but as I grew up and left home, I left church too, I was far too busy with life and out with friends
(the usual scenario).
It wasn't until August 2018 that I realised I needed God more than ever. I'd found a lump in my
breast and my doctor referred me to hospital. I t turned out to be breast cancer. I was a mess,
my 'perfect' life had fallen apart. I knew I couldn't get through it on my own. My family and
friends all rallied around, but I needed more. It was my mum that said to me I need to get back
to church and I thank God daily that she did.
I felt prompted to go and check out a church near to me called " Living Rock" in Stoney Stanton,
Leicestershire.
One Sunday back in September 2018, I went through the doors nervous and weepy. A lovely
lady practical ran up to me and gave me a huge hug and an infectious smile and sat me with her
friend. I couldn't tell you what the meeting was about as I sat there crying through most of it!
At the end of the meeting the lovely lady took me to meet the elders who laid hands on me,
prayed over me and anointed me with oil. I renewed my vows with Jesus there and then.

Hallelujah I now knew I was in the best hands , the battle was not yet won but with God on my
side , my chances had just got better.
God told me that he would be with me, and he was the whole way.
God told me that I was healed and I am.
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Rachel Harris and Leicester Market ...
Continued
I praise God daily for healing me and bringing me back to church.
Living rock church is a wonderful group of people, all passionate for Jesus. Sunday mornings
can be very lively, praising God is just the best right!! But if you are reading this, then I guess
you know it already.
I was baptized in March 2019 and became a fully-fledged member of Living Rock.
I'm part of a women's life group (homegroup) there's about 12 of us and we meet once a week
for fellowship, prayer, we read the Bible and sometimes just catch up and have a natter. It's so
good to be encouraged by fellow believers.
There's always something going on at Living rock, you should check us out online.

Rachel at her stall in Leicester Market.
____________________________________________________________________________
ANSWERS TO ‘PEOPLE IN JESUS’ LIFE’ QUIZ QUESTIONS from page 5
1. B
2. H
3. A
4. I

5. G
6. E
7. D
8. C

9. F
10. J
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Calendar of Services and Events
See inside front cover for regular services pattern. Officiants given in the weekly sheet.
MARCH

18.30 Wednesdays in Lent

Choir sing Compline in Church

2 Wednesday

19.30 Ash Wednesday Eucharist

Celebrant: The Vicar

6 Sunday

LENT 1

08.30 BCP Holy Communion

13 Sunday

LENT 2

20 Sunday

LENT 3

27 Sunday

LENT 4 MOTHERING SUNDAY

10.30 am Eucharist & Baptism

APRIL

18.30 Wednesdays in Lent

Choir sing Compline in Church

LENT 5

08.30 BCP Holy Communion

3 Sunday
10 Sunday

PALM SUNDAY

14 Maundy

MAUNDY THURSDAY

Thursday
15 Good Friday

11.00 CHRISM EUCHARIST WITH LUNCH

19.30 am Eucharist & Foot washing
14.00 Seven Last Words

Music and readings

19.30 Tenebrae Service
17 Sunday

EASTER DAY
06.00 Dawn Service followed by

c06.30 Holy Communion

10.30 All Age Celebration followed by c11.30 Holy Communion
18.30 Festal Evensong (with incense)

24 Sunday

EASTER 2

MAY
1 Sunday

EASTER 3

8 Sunday

EASTER 4

15 Sunday

EASTER 5

22 Sunday

EASTER 6

26 Thursday

ASCENSION DAY
10.30 Holy Communion
19.30 Holy Communion

29 Sunday

SUNDAY AFTER ASCENSION

08.30 BCP Holy Communion

St. James the Greater
Commemorative Flowers
Spring 2022

There are a number of vacancies for Commemorative flowers available throughout 2022.
If you would like to Commemorate or Celebrate a special date or event, please contact Julia
Walker for more information on 0116 2719347 or E-mail juliabentom350@outlook.com
St. James Flower Guild will arrange a pedestal of your choice of flowers and colour for £25.
This can be for a one-off Sunday or on-going annually.
2022
6 March – April 10
Lent
17 - 24 April
Easter
1 May
Joyce Paviour in memory of Norman
8 May
Doris Makepeace & Family in memory of Nigel
15 May
Dianna Jones in memory of her Parents & Brother
22 May
Doris Makepeace & Family in memory of John
29 May
Janet Felstead in memory of David

What’s on …
Sundays

Coffee after Eucharist

11.30

Church

11.00

Church

19.30
alternate Thursdays

Ashman Music Room

Boys’ and Girls’ Choir Practice

18.00

Ashman Music Room

Full Choir Practice

19.30

Organiser: Liz Turner

Thursdays

Coffee after Eucharist
Organiser: Liz Turner

Thursdays

St James’s Singers
Director: Michael Rule

Fridays

Director: Mike Rule

Who’s who …
Churchwardens

Simon Edwards MBE

fabric@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

April Rule
Deputy Wardens

Paul Jenkins
Janet Burton

PCC Secretary

Jennifer Clegg

pcc.secretary@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Church Administrator

office@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Treasurer

treasurer@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Acting Director of Music

Michael Rule

dom@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Acting Assistant Organist

Guy Steed

Flower Guild Coordinator

Julia Walker

Head Server

William Woolley

servers@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

Parish Safeguarding Officer

Vicky Roe

pastoral.assistant@stjamesthegreater.org.uk
0116 255 2108

The Shell Editor

Paul Jenkins

editor@stjamesthegreater.org.uk

